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ing housewives ever ready to serve. Smt. Kasturba Gandhi,
the foremost woman of Gujarata, is a piece of heroic anti-
quity at its best.   Before her sublime surrender to her '
husband's fiery will to suffer, the Puranic satis look inane
and lifeless.
The traditions on which the Puranic view of life was
based have not yet lost their hold, but a new
tradl   meaning and content is being given to them.
The Brahmana priest has passed his sceptre
to the teacher, the literary man and the patriot The
Samskrtic revival has swept away Puranic superstitions
and sectarian beliefs only to restore direct contact with
the best in Sarhskrta, Premananda's DhruvflkhyUna has
been forgotten, but poems, dramas and novels based on
Puranic subjects never fail in their appeal. Sarasvafichandra,
disregarded as a romance, lives as an anthology of Aryan
literature and thought. Stotras strung with the names of
gods no longer affords solace as does the study of the
Bhagavadgltn. Vedanta has lost its charm, and so have
, rituals; religious emphasis is being transferred from belief
and worship to service and experience. Bhakti has no
passionate adherents; they seek life as joy, or heroism, or
stern tapas. The tradition of continuity maintained by the
Puranas does not satisfy the Gujaratl mind to-day, but it
seeks to revive and interpret the race memory by building
up a new tradition to suit modern needs. Deeds done and
ordeals undergone by heroic Indians, who in the past
stood for the ideals which now fascinate the mind, are
celebrated in song and legend.
Ethical, religious and spiritual ideals have always been
_,. . TJ  ,       modified in Gujarata to suit its temperament.
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High spirituality and learning have been al-
ways neglected in favour of a practical application of
moral principles. Gujarata has been the home of magnifi-
cent temples and charitable and philanthropic institutions.
In old times, the Jain sadhu, the humble puranika
and the village bhakta brought solace and help to the
poor and the distressed. To-day, many young men and
women have given up careers to organise and uplift the
masses. Ahifcsa has, at all times, leavened corporate life.

